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ABSTRACT:. Do Female Delinquents Drift?

: 4
This'projeCt examines au often debated, but untested, theOltieml

.issue. Thht is, the ure and extent of delinquentoUbcultures.
.

Spicifically,- do delinpnenb d nondelinquent females adhere to the same

Or opponipevalue systems?

,oreiList4g research examines this issue among
,,
female populations.

In fa9t4-pitly,ope.project has examined it'among males (Hindelang, 1970):

ti

But bec'aunkof methodOlogical-flaws inherent-inthat.project, his findings

and concluniOns are suspect.
.

a.

Our%data came from questionnaire responses of 96 institutionalized
4.!

.

-females froretwo juvenile reformatoriee in thesoutheasterh United States.-

:tate were subjeOted to ohiaqiihre:(X2.)1 4hi-(01), and correlational analysis
.

, , .1 . 0 : s.

'-(r) techniques. :In 'A general senee,,bur findings' lend support to the
, , : ..--,., i ,

.° .

° theoretical posifion'et the ,ppntp,i.iheaiiptis.
,;,

/ .,

P. P

A.
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Do Female Delinquents Drift?

'Host delinquency theories focus on males', *s, it is mot.eurprising

that delinqueiicy research also is largely oriented toward them. But thaf

lack of research on female delinquents should not imply that-etudying them

is;any lees important, especially light of 0140ing official ciiine&

statistics.-

Thisletudy extends a growing body of reset'

delinquency. Specifically, concern is wil° examining the
.

h focusing on femalW

theoretical-controversy rarely explicated in the literature.

nature and extent of delinquent subculturjs. This Jima reach

the late 19500.and.early 1960s when Sykes and Matza (1957). and

rejected proliositions advanced by-tolOPT7155)Tand Cloward and

The debate focused'on whether.definquents rsplice conventional

merits of a.

That iS,,the'

ea its peak in,

Matza (1964)

Ohlin 0.960).

values with

an oppositional" value" orientation LCOhen, 1955; Cloward and'Ohlin, 1960)r

or if they believe in conventional values even:while, violating them (Sykes

and Matza, 1957; Matza,' 1964),;,: 1L--'

_- _Cohen (1955),ar' d thatdelinquenti have been inadequately trained

to compete for status'sA the "middle class". world. Consequently, they7

'I.

ate forced. into creating An "OppObitional" value system, one 4n which they-
,

can compete successfUlly.: Through the processoof'reactiOn-fOrMa on.

frustrated

Delinquent
p

bet

youths turU,s0bistarvalues upside-down and bbey th

: '_,
4,... :.

', . .

71conduct is there fore, ceptable in their subculture preciiieP

w

t is considered wrong, by the ,conventional orler.
/ 4

, fClowa and-Ohlin (1960) 100th that delinquents adhe ,to ,a conduct codet'

1 ''xilametiically *posed to official rules andregulatioUO.H

44 1,..But in f961, Matzo. and Sykes 4xtended their "techn Owe of,neutralizatiin"

4 t.q
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thesis (Sykes and Matza, 1957) and proposed that delinquents and non-
.

. delinquents shared similar value codes. In other words, Matza and Sykes

suggested that both del4quent and nondelinquents adhered to anideatical value

system. Later, Matza (1964:50) elaborated upon this position:

. . thesis is. that the subculture of delinquency
entertains the commission of delinquencies under widely
available extenuating conditions, but it does not commit
adherents to their misdeeds.

For Matza then, delinquents have been epsiodically released from the moral

constraint of the conventional brder; they are free to "drift" ipto

delinquen(li, but not constrained to do so. .

To recapitulate, then, the salient theoretical issue raised by these

contrasting ideologies is simple: do delinquents and nondelinqueute adhere

to similar or contrasting /glue( syset.ems? Vnforunately, thin question

has not been adequately adlressod at an empliriCal level.
/

TBli BUM= /

we
.

. ;-e--4. '-------- .
,

To date the most notable it ttelja to empiriolllY r solve this Jesus

has been Bindelang's (1970. Based on an analinis of the relation,between,
°

delinquency and approval of delinquency behaviop, Hindelanglconcluded

Matzais (1964) contentions were inaccurate, while those advanced by sub-

cultural theorists (Cohen, 1955; Cloward and Ohlin, 1960) werfa supported.
,----'.

.
.

However, 1is conclusiOns are both questionable and restricted because
1

of several methodological weaknesses inherent in his research. First' his

4.Sample consistel,oronly 69 male respondents from a middle class pectar an

high school. Of the 26 delinquent activities for which respondents were

asked to ~riort their involvement, chi square (x2) values could not be

computed for 11-of them belga of low particifiation (or involvement) in

the acts. Cbnsequently, Bindelang's arlysis is based on a relatively-nirrow

5



sampling of both respondents and delinquent activities. Secondolis

researjr subjects were requested to record the number of times during the

last 12 months they engaged in any one of 26 specific delinquent-activities.

Hindelang then dichotomized the sample into "delinquent" and "nondelinquent"

groupings based on whether or not,ad individual committed a specific

delinqupnt act at least once during this period. The shortcoming with this,

procedurlis obvious. Not Onlydld Hindelang make it extremely easy for

youngsters to be classified " delinquent," but he also generated an excessive
r

amount.of unaccountable priability between an individual's reported

delinquent activity and his own'approval-disapproval rating of that behavior.
. .

For many youths, the delinquent behavior Goad have cmourT94,' png '00E0

year in the, past, w41e their approval - disapproval railing was, reflect 31$

their attitudes at the time the questionnaire was administered. intekestingl-Y,

Hindelang (1970:507) eAmpiZed this shbrt4ming.and suggeste'd.that future
vn.

projects correct it.
)

Third, Hindelanits research may also be faulted)for

and control,

is reference

11
alter their

restricting his sample-to males. Even though both subcultural
4. r

theories have traditiohally focdsed on maleOelinquency. there

subcultural writings to females-beingtjuat,as J.J.... ely to
,--;namong

value orientations2 .

But beyond the preceding mechanical di.ff ltieS)fHindelang's project
, ,

N. I I.I / . '4
.

.
.

suffered from substantive-defiAencies. .10ecihcally, hislaitirpretation
j-

, -
1

of findings

of cases to

contaVs tWo fiawit 'he di4.ot)lave a

justify interpretations based- on percentages. Ven

fficient

table scheme, a single'casecould relp`resent from two /tip five percent
.-4

.'cases of, a particularcatigory. Second; Hindelang's use of chi square to. 14.

determine-4f en association existed between the commission of. a, delinquent

number

of_ the

'Ant and appioval of that behavior,:i&eUspect.;:ln fact, on twp of the tpree
i

5 6
4s
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contingency tablea he presents 4n his analyain the marginals are
I

auttstantially skewed. Further, half the cells, amodig the three tables,

nrsave.ixpected-fequanciea Which are less 10. These two-deficiencien,

coupled with the fact that the sampling di tribution of the chi square

,statietio is approximated only when a large number of case is used,
.`

m kinartelysia..-aerioually undermine the interpretatiri era
1;-

Thus, because meihodological,errorsx ati t,the appli ability of
N 7 cV

lit

Hindeiang's researck/irom resolvingath tical controversy explicated,

.it ie necei; that reeearch Whi 'aA24ls undertaken. This project ,

minveirin that direction...

.

Inatitutionalizedgirls,, ages -17 Yearaik-, in two juvenile

,:lifformatoz-zes in thiLsouthonsara' united States ,comprise the base ,population.3A.
7

Data Were gathered by meanvoVa 4Uestilhnai*cadminist.ered by the echool

;11r1ncipal in eaCh'institution during regular class missions. At the time of

.01el;tudy 137 ho were-inoaxcerasd in the two target institutionar-

Atinrone and iba is th0,0t4tri. Of this initial Foil) of inmates, only

i121-,Were available for Contact when data colleOign beganfjlince some inmates

'we transferred, released, or confined in orientation cottages. After..

further shrinkage -caused by refusal or inability to properly complete the

instrumen

in the

were able to obtain usable questioanairedata'from 27 inmates

first inat ution and 69 inmates in the second inatitution. These

respond nta represent 77% and 6& of the respective baSe populations..

BeCiune roitsignificant differences in responses of the juveniles in the two

institutions were Atcted, the datiWere collapsed across inatitutions.4

,Respondents were asked to record how often in the three months prior to th

institutionaii9tion they, engaged in ,a selected set of activities. Also

they'were atiked4tO evaluate-whether each of these behaviors was one about



which they strongly approved, approvq, disapproved, etrpongly disapproved,

or were undecded. 1

Each ac4vity'was separitely and respondents were dichotomized
; A

into "delinquent" and "nondelinquont" groupings. 5 Similarly, the approval

scores for each activity was dichotomized as indicating either "approval"

or "disapproval" of the activiti.6 To,assess the nature of the relationship

between commission of an act (ai estimated via the delinquent actitity

checklist) and the approval-disapproval of tho same act, a chi sctuarw(x2)

9analysie was employed in order to test for significance and phi (4)

coefficients were computed to measure the strength of relationships.7

Assuming the' subcultural theorists are accurate -(as Hindelang asserted),

we would expect youngsters who Have committed a specific delinquent act to

be more likely to, express approval of that act than children who have not

committed it. However, if Hatia's contentions are correct, then the approval
4.

rating for al3pecific act committed by the delinquent group should be similar

to that of the nondelinquent. group. This methodological procedure establishes

a comparison-group by Which to"judge those who engage in a Specific behavior.

Because each activity is treated separately, re ale able to determine the

extent that individuals axe committed&to the values and norme which support .

their particular delinquent activity.

RESULTS

The'results of the analysis are presented in Table I and Table 2.

First examining Table 1, we note that only 9 of the 25 activities show

significant associations between delinquent involvement and'the approval,of

delinquent acts. Amting the more serious offenses there is virtually no

differende in approval ratings between those engaging in the act and those

not engtiging in the act. This finding contradicts Hindelang's expectation

that -the' differences in approval between participants and nonparticipants of
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the more serious delinquent acts would be greater than the diffelesCes in

- approval Of the lose serious acts. As seen in Table 1, relationships between

.involirement and approval of the act exist for only the relatively leas

serious

It is instruetiye to note that in Table 1 the 9 acts demonstrating a

significant association with approial have been commonly associated with a

youthful personification of daring and adyientUre. Along this line Masa (1964)

would suggest that these offenses.simply exhibit the pursuit of subterranean

values by youthfdl offenders, centering around the search for excitment,

thrills, or kicks. Their delinquent behavior reflects not an oppositipal

value system (i.e., a delinquent subculture) but an exaggeration and immature

variation of the unverbalised subterranean values pursued bylmany adults.

Such delinquents have merely picked-up and emphasized a less respectable
1

part of the dominant value system.

Exploring this argument further, we now examine the strength, of the
a

relationship between incidence of a given activity and approvek'Of that

delinquent act. As shown by the phi coefficients in Tablel, the strongest

relationships were obtained for those common, youth-oriented activities

involving alcohol (e.g., drinking, .19; getting drunk, .25) and drugs (e.g.,

using marijuana, .37; using LSD, .29; sniffing glue, .35). Conversely, the

weakest relationships werL observed for such serious offenses as assault with

a weapon (.03), theft greater than $10 (.04), theft leas than $10 (.06), and

property destruction less than $10 (.03) and greater than $10 (.10).

The lack of association between approval given to an act and incidence

of that act for, the serious offenses suggests that delinquents are essentially

in agreement with conventional conduct norms. They are not, as Cloward and

Ohli;01960) and Cohen (1955) have argued, committed to delinquent values as

we would expectt especially from an institutionalized population (see Foot-

note 3). Further, the-strongest association between approval and delinquent

i 9
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involvement for the lees serious acts lends support tb the Matza and Sykes

(1961:217) contention that."the delinquent has picked up and emphayed one
/

partof the dominant value system, namely, the subterranean values. . . ."

Thus far we-have looked at the asaitiation between approval and behavior

for each activity separately. Now we examine the relationship between approval

of each act and a.composite score representing both frequency and severity of

delinquent involvement. The severity-frequency index was oonstructed as

follows. Each, respondent rated the meriousnese of each of the 2, delinquent

acts on a seven-point wall. The'mean rating for each Eta was then multiplied

by the corresponding, reported frequency of that behavior. The resulting

severity-frequency scores., were then °subjected to a principal component factor

analysis. Loadings on the first unrotated factor for-etch act were multiplied

by the respeCtive standardized scores for each act and the products Were summed. 8

Correlation coefficients, (riwere then computed for each approvial item

with the teverity-frequency index (see Table 2).9 Over half'of the 25

. coefficients are significant. Nearly all of the significant correlations:

involve approval of the relatively less serious delinquencies. Simply, those

who approve of the adventurous, youth-oriented activities are likely to be

more frequent and serious delinquents than those who do not approve of such

activities (e.g., drinking, .32; getting drunk, .26; using marijuana, .39;

racing, .39; and using a falls ID, .34). Yet there is apparently no'

relationship between approval of the more glorious offenses and extent of

delinquent involvement (e.g., theft greater than $10, -.04; theft less-than

$10, -.01; using heroin, .05; property destruction greater than $10, .10;

and property destruction lees than $10, .02)..

4.
8 ch findings further support Natza's contention that delinquent behavior

represents an episodic release from moral constraint and the pursuit of

subterranean, not oppositional, values. The data art congruent with the view

that basic cultural values are accepted by delinquent* even as they violate them.

t
10



SUMMARY and

8

Following a correction of several methodological errors in Hindelang's

'1970) research, the findings from this study lend support to the theoretical

position of the Control theorists. All 9 of the delinquent activities that

showed a significant association between delinquent involvement and approval

of that act involved relatively lose serious offenses. For the remaining 16

. delinquent acts approval scores of delinquents and nondelinquente were similar.

Further, on the basis of the correlational analysis.we find that those youths

who approves of the\adventurous, youth-oriented activities were likely to

be more involved in delinquent behavior than those who did not, but no

relationship was found between approval of the more serioub offonsei and

extent of delinquent involvement. Our results thus indicate that attitudes

of those engaging in serious delinquent activity did not differ from those

not engaging in that activity. The 04Mumption of subcultural theorists quit °

delinquents have values d4fferent from nondeliniuemta, at legit for serious

offenses, is rejected.

The research proviso support for the ariumsat 'that dsliaquents "drift"

into and out of delinquent behavior. Of course thin assumes that delinquenta

hhve internalized values and norms which pr000ribs delinquent involvement.

The above findings offer initial evidence that this internalization has - indeed

taken place, mid we must conclude that our data lend support to the assertion

that individuals engage in delinquent behavior because they are "episodically,

released from moral constraint" (Matza, 1961+:69).

Additionally, our findings support Matza and Sykes's "subterranean

value" notion that delinquent behavior reflects the values held by the

leisure class. We have noted that for the offenses where there was an

association between delinquent involvement and approval-disapproval rating

of that behavior, these offenses could be categorized as exhibiting a search

11
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for "kicks" or "thrilla" by the delinquent youth. According to Matza and

Sykes (1961:716), it is important to recognize that subterranean values are

. in conflict or in competition with other deplyheld values but which

are still recognized and accepted by many." All classes of people piirsUe

"leisure class values." But middle clasidults limit their expression of

these values mori sharply than do delinquents: Our data are consonant with

the notion that the search for adventure, excitement, and thrill/ (sub-

terranean values) exists side by side with the more conventional values.

Such a perspective offers an explanationrwhy-delinquents as well as non-

delinquents similarly opposed involvement in serious crimes, while

delinquents expressed greater approval of adventure- oriented delinquencies.

p

12
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FOOPNOTE3

1

We refer specifically to the Uniform Crime Reports for the years 1973-
1976. Examination of these official crime statistics for each year
reveals a considerable increase in female involvement in criminal behavior.

2
For a more extensive discussion of the subcultural position on this
issue, see: Cohen, A. and J. Short, "Research in delinquent subcultures,"
Journal of Social Issues, 14, 3:20 -37, 1958.

3The maximum length of institutionalization for (the respondents was 8
months. The median length of stay was leas than 3 months. Thus, in
a few cases we did not improve upon Hindelang's (1970) technique, but,
for the most part, the error variance between behavior and attitude
was reduced considerably. In addition by using as institutionalized
population we are actually providing a more conservative test of Matza's
position :Alma a less conservative test of Cohen'''. That is since an
institutionalized population produces a large prlikaoportion of subjects who
are more serious and persistent offenders, the lihood ofinaing
differences in approval scores among these delinquents is increased
(see Nettler, 1974). So, if Cohen is .not supported here (i.e., an
absence of differences), it is expected that a noninstitutionalized
population would also yield no differences (nee Matzo, 1964:48-50).

4
Initially separate analyses of the data for each institution were
performe4 along the same lincis as those presented in Table 1-and
Table 2. Conclusions oeresults from separate analyses die not differ
from those drawn from the combined samples. In other words, when chi
square; phi, and correlational analyses were examined for each
institution separately, they were not significantly different from
one-another to warrant separate .comparisons.

5
In our study, respondents were classified as "delinquent" if they
engaged in the specific behavior'activity at least once in the three
months prior to their institutionalization. They were classified as
"nondelinquent" if they reported not engaging in the specific behavior
activity in the three months prior to their institutionalization.

6
The disapproval category was formed by collapsing the "strongly 'disapprove"and "disapprove" responses; the approval category was formed by collapsing
the "strongly approve," "approve," and "indifferent" responses. This is
the same technique used by Hindelang (1970). Theoretically, the inclusionof the "indifferent" responses in the approval category seems justified inthat those who express an indifference toward delinquent conduct demonstrate
a lack of commitment to the conventional moral order that disapproves ofsuch activity. Thus, respondents may best be categorized as those who
"disapprove" and those who "fail to disapprove" of delinquent behavior.

7
Phi(0) is simply the produpt-moment coefficient of correlation for dichotomousdata. In the 2 x2 table attains its upper limit of, 1.0 when two diagonallyopposite cells are both empty and its lower limit of 0 when diagonal productsare equal.

14



"Each subject's severity-frequency scale score is given by the following
equation:

I
S=jr(f..Z

i
)jr (f

where S is the compos4 severity-frequency scale score, f4, is the factor
loading between vari e i and the first unrotated common factor, Z
(z= (X. - 24)/sdil i the standard score on observed variable i for each
subjeci in the sample, and the summation is over the i observed variables
in the composite.

The use of a one-factor scale solution allows U8 to take into
.

account the differential contribution of each-item to the central property
in common to a,eet of items subjected to a principal component faCtor
analysis (Armor, 1974:28). This technique thus yields a scale score that
represents a weighted composite of the severity and frequency of the
subject's delinquent activity.

91n the computation of correlation coefficients all approval items were
scored on a 1 to 5 disapprove-approve scale.

15



TABLE 1

Percent AppOving of Delinquent Act by Commission of Acta

Delinquent Act Committed Within
Laat Three, Months,.

Activity No Yes X47,

Using a false ID 25% (16) 66% (21,) , 13.20* .39
Drag racing 21% (13) 60%121) 12.91° .39
Using marijuana 28% ( 5) 73% (37) 11.21' .39
Sniffing glue 19% (10) 52% (23) 10.12" .35
Getting drunk 40% (14) 76% (48) 9.920 ,34
Using LSD 42% (24) 72% (28) 7.07' .29
Using heroin 3.7% (18) 64% (30) , 6,00' .27
Drinking 38% (13) 63% (40) 5.12' .25
Gang fighting 40% (18) 63% (32) 4.090 .23_
Gang fight w/Weapon 22% (16) 44% (11) 3.22 .21
Carrying weapon, 30% (13) 49% (26) 2,75 .19
Drunk driving. 40% (10) 2.04 .17,
Gambling 28), 59% (16) 2.03 .17
Fighting 8) 496 (31)- 1,30 .14
Prostitution 57% (49)' 80% ( 8) 1,13 .14
Premarital sex 52% (22), 65% (35) 144 .13
Prop. dest.>$10 48% (33) 37% (10) ,53 .10
Cheating 31% (15) 40% (19) .41 .09
Cutting school 32% ( 6) 43% (33) ,40 .09
Theft 4 $10 25% (21) 33% ( 4) .07 .06
Hit & run'accident 20% (12) 25% ( 9) .07 .06

iTheft> $10 32% (17) 36% (15) .05 .04
i

Prop. des. 4: $10 16% ( 9) 18% ( 7) .00 .03 i

Shakedown 30% (19) 27% ( 9) .00 .03
Fight w/weapon 35% (25) 3894 ( 9) .00 .03

4114596 for each act

b
df=1

p .05

NOTE: N's in parentheses

16



. - .11 TABLE 2

Correlation Between Approval Items and gever'ity-Frequency 'Index

s.

Approira/ Items

Drag racing .39*.
Using marijuana .39*
Fighting .37#
Carrying weapons .37*
Using a false ID

( Drinking .32*.
Fighting wAreapon -.28*
Getting drunk .26*
Using LSD .23*
Cutting school .23*
Hit and run auto accident '.20*

' Gang fight w /weapon .17
Drunk driving -.17#
Sniffing, glue .17°
Gang fighting 1 .11
Property destruction > $10 .- .10

Premarital sex 4.10
Cheating

--.07
Gambling ..07
Shakedown .-.07
Using heroin .05
Theft griater than $10
Prostitution .03
Property destruction< $10 .02
Theft less than $10 -.01

*p s.05

,


